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Q: What is the difference between "shared" and "mocha.setup"? I am building a node.js app with test and i recently found that mocha allows me to setup my paths in a mocha.setup file. what exactly is the difference between those two approaches? A: "mocha.setup" configuration option
provides overriding of settings from "mocha.opts". For example, it may turn on "--no-stack-trace" option for all tests. "shared" supports overriding of configuration settings only for test files matching a given pattern. These configuration options are documented in the "Test runner

configuration" section of the "mocha.opts" docs: Child’s Play 2 poster-boy Chad McQueen has been saying goodbye with his big screen debut in The Forest of Revenant Dreams It’s been a crazy couple of months in the world of cinema. We’ve seen upsets in the Academy Awards, Pirates of
the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales received a good number of mixed to negative reviews, and we’ve just seen the second trailer for Thor: Ragnarok. Of course, we also got a number of new trailers for films, from The LEGO Movie 2 to Godzilla: King of the Monsters. But, what’s the best

movie trailer of the year? We’ve taken a look at the trailers for the year and even though there were plenty of great trailers in a fantastic year for cinema, there are a couple of that stood out over the rest. These are our favourites of the year in trailers. 12. Marvel Iron Man 3 was a huge
disappointment for many and while it still had some fantastic moments, many said that it just wasn’t as good as The Avengers. This year saw more of the Marvel Universe come to light, with Avengers: Age of Ultron and Thor: Ragnarok. The latter was a huge hit and received an excellent

second trailer, with all the action from Ragnarok and some awesome new additions. If you’re looking to dive into the Marvel universe, then check out the latest trailer. 11. Thor: Ragnarok The most recent trailer for Thor: Ragnarok brought us back to Asgard with more action than any trailer
before it. This was in part to c6a93da74d
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